Interfacial assembly of a series of cinnamoyl-containing bolaamphiphiles: spacer-controlled packing, photochemistry, and odd-even effect.
A series of bolaamphiphiles with 4-hydroxycinnamoyl head groups and different length of the alkyl spacers (n = 6-12) were designed to investigate their photochemistry in the organized films obtained from the air/water interface. It has been found that both the length and odd-even number of the spacers can finely tune the molecular packing as well as the photochemistry. When the spacer length was changed from 6 to 12 methylene units, the assemblies changed from J aggregate to H aggregate. The molecules with even-numbered polymethylene spacer tend to form three-dimensional nanorod structure at the air/water interface. For the assembly of derivatives with odd-numbered spacers, diverse morphologies such as nanospirals and nanofibers were observed depending on the chain length and the surface pressures. The different packing of bolaamphiphiles could subsequently affect the photochemistry of the cinnamoyl groups in the organized films. The spacer effect in the assembly can be understood from the cooperation between H-bond of the phenolic hydroxyl and the amide groups, π-π stacking as well as the hydrophobic interactions of the alkyl spacer. A packing model was proposed to explain the phenomenon.